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Cue Connect: A Communication Showcase
 Cue Connect is a strategic add-on communication that links the key insights to a specialized audience in a
personalized and professional format.
CUE CONNECT

Key Insights

Specialized Audience

 While the familiar Executive Summary and key findings tell the
complete insight story, Cue Connect relates the most impactful
message from the research to specialized stakeholder audiences.
 Cue Connect personally engages the audience and provides additional
benefits:
 Enhancing added value that our clients bring to their
stakeholders as they take pride in sharing discoveries
 Bringing opportunity to gain exposure to a wider breadth of
audience
 Providing a high quality, affordable communication without
pricing and timing constraints seen with large ad and consulting
firms.
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S T RAT EGI C C OM M UNI C AT I ON
T HAT S HOWC AS ES T HE KEY
INSIGHTS
In addition to this…

You also receive this…

14 Executive Summary slides
105 Detailed slides

Single communication

Cue Connect Examples of Use
 Cue Connect is typically implemented when results need to go beyond the
primary client.
 Specific examples of use include:
 Scientific Conference: Product Development Path illustration at the client
booth
 Cross Functional Claims
Development Workshop:
Training and facilitation
guide
 Upper Management:
Communicate study
findings (see graphic on
previous slide)
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How Cue Connect is Implemented
 Cue Connect benefits from a collaborative effort between
Cue Insights and the primary client.
 First, they work together to establish the key insights based
on the key findings and the brand strategy.
Key
Findings

Key
Insights

Brand
Strategy

 Next, the client provides information on the specialized
audience so that Cue Connect can personalize the link
between the key insights and the specialized audience.

CUE CONNECT
Key
Insights
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Specialized
Audience

CUE CONNECT BACKGROUND
 Cue Connect applies best practices from an
industry-leading communication agency to
market research.
 Cue Connect was inspired by the process
that ad agencies use to develop creative
briefs.
– This process is a comprehensive
approach that keeps the end user on
the center stage.
Targets &
Insights

Point of
Difference

Benefits
Ladder

END USER

Reasons to
Believe

Brand
Character

THANK YOU
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Denise Burns
denise.burns@cueinsights.com
917-842-0052

